Levin became class secretary, defeating incumbent Jennifer A. Perrier as the class's class agent with 186 votes.

Thurrow will not be traditional (Continued from page 1) 

Tavarez finds voter turnout disappointing (Continued from page 1) against the UA," which led to current UA president Bryan R. Merson '87 endorsing Rodriguez and Davidsohn. "I don't know whether or not I'll work very closely with Manuel," said Rodriguez about the future in the UA. "They [Rodriguez and Davidsohn] should be concerned with getting things done with less rhetoric and more action."

"I'd like to congratulate Manuel and Alan for winning," Lordi said. "They did a good job."
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Thurrow's appointment becomes effective July 1.

DELPHI

3 Blackstone Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 491-3939

Online Information Services firm seeks hard-working, reliable individuals to work in our growing Memter Services department. Responsibilities will include handling telephone inquiries and calls about how to use our service. It is helpful, but not necessary, if you are already familiar with personal computers and modern, or if you have experience in customer service.

Part-time, part-time, weekend and evening hours are available. Part-time hours may be filled to fill fall time summer employment. Interested? Please contact Dawn at 491-3939, Monday through Friday, between 9am and 5pm.

New eating healthier doesn't mean changing what you eat. Just your grocery store.

Deluxe Foods, Ltd.

Come shop Barsamian's. You'll find fresh seafood, fruits and vegetables. Even delicious prepared foods, pastries and chocolates. But all without chemical additives. Plus, included in this selection of thousands more natural foods and products, visit Barsamian's soon. A complete, elegant grocery with exceptional service and food, yet customary prices. All so the goods to eat can also be good for you.

Grateful Dead tickets

For fans who missed their chance to see the Grateful Dead at the Boston Garden on 7/18/87, there is now a chance to catch the Grateful Dead in concert. The Grateful Dead will be returning to Boston on 4/22/88.
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